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hello since my htc s720e haven't have update
software since the time i bought it, i decided to
purchase this one to see if it will work with my
phone (rtl8960) i own: htc s720e (unlocked) i
bought the ota update and now it's showing

modified and i couldn't use it. everytime i plug
it, it says "cannot find reference to your

device" i connected it to my computer through
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usb, using gadget 3.3. i also tried to run it
through android studio instead of gadget 3.3
but it didn't help. i also couldn't find the right
driver for my phone when trying to connect.

anyone else had the same problem? i am
installing the ota update and it's showing

canceled mod. even with this i am unable to
flash the stock firmware on my phone. i am

using the htc ota update software on windows
7 x64 with latest driver package. the latest
driver is for windows xp. if i can't find the

latest driver for windows 7, how can i get the
stock firmware working? i think you are looking
for the windows 7 sp1 or windows 8.1 drivers.

try searching the internet. there are many
available drivers or unclassified drivers that
are capable of running your windows 7 or

windows 8.1 on your pc. hope this helps. get
the drivers for your system, and try

downloading the firmware again. after doing
so, you must reflash your phone with twrp or
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fastboot by removing the sim card if you have
it inside the phone. i'm trying to flash the

firmware using the unmodified ota firmware
that came with the phone but it says 'vendor'.
unmodified ota firmware means the firmware

installed by htc, and it's not modified or
changed at all.
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Once you get in the recovery menu, let's go
through the basics of your HTC One M8. At first

glance, you should be able to see your
device's name and the version of Android it is
running. You also want to check to see if you
are on the Android version of the M7, which is
labeled under the build number as M7 -- or this
is the stock Android version and is labeled as

"Stock Android." Now that you have confirmed
you have the right phone and a version of

Android, you can begin to flash the files below
to get your phone back to stock. If you are on
the stock M7, you can skip to the instructions
below. Now that we have all of that in order,
let's begin. Since I am using a stock M7, I am
not going to continue on to the next section
and instead will just get right to flashing the
files. First, you will want to download the ZIP
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file below and make sure that you have at
least 3,500MB of free space on your MicroSD
card. You will use this to flash the files. After

that, you want to make sure that your SD card
is formatted and that you have the right tool to

flash the files. You can skip over to the next
section and continue. 1. Make a backup of

your data (Please back up your data to SD card
before starting the following steps) 2.

Download the stock ROM of your choice from
the Play store 3. Redownload bootloader (The

new version is hboot 2.0) 4. Install the
bootloader (Instructions will be provided later)
5. Boot into the stock ROM downloaded earlier
6. Once you are done with flashing the ROM,

you can enable security. 7. Reboot into
bootloader and then into stock ROM, the

phone should boot into stock ROM without any
issues now. 8. If you have flashed hboot 2.0 be
sure to download Hboot 2.0 Bootloader Unlock

Tooland follow the instructions to unlock
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bootloader on the phone. this is for the stock
bootloader unlock method, if you want to

unlock bootloader using TWRP, head to our Htc
One X Stock Ruu Zip section below.
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